Equine Stunts & Extra’s Ltd C.V

Title:

Pilgrimage

Dates:

19/042015 – 02/05/2015

This was a high octane production involving a wide range of stunts and high speed scenarios. To
complete the script on this film we provided correctly trained horses along with highly skilled team
members for all the stunt work. We preformed fight scenes from horseback along with take downs
and dismounts; we also provided a horse and carriage and had multiple chase scenes involving this.
All actors were retrained on set as we were drafted in after the first week of filming due to too many
incidents accruing on set with the original local horse provider.
We also travelled to Belgium along with two of our horses to complete two weeks of shooting in Spa
near Brussels.
Title:

The Flag

Dates:

07/04/2016 -16/4/2016

For this production we provided a single horse to be ridden by two actors without a bridle or saddle,
which is a first in Ireland.
We also preformed a double stunt rider jump without a bridle or saddle which has never been done
in Ireland and maybe the world. We also provided a fully functioning horse rig for the close ups of
actors to mimic a horse and towed behind a vehicle.

Title:

Redwater

Dates:

04/05/2016 – 24/07/2016

For this production we worked with the BBC and complied fully with all the regulations that were in
place regarding registered companies and the very strict conditions regarding working with child
actors.
We provided a number of horses to play the lead horse to carry out all the requirements perfectly.
The horse had to be ridden by and elderly actor and also a child actor while also drawing a carriage
and performing a rearing stunt in the sea. This stunt was another first carried out by us in Ireland
and made all the more enjoyable given there was no room for error.

Title:

Penance

Dates:

02/09/2016 -27/09/2016

This production was a cross boarder initiative that we provided 4 different styles of carriages and
three carriage horses. All horse were subjected to gunshot on this production.

Title:

A Very Irish Family

Dates:

04/06/2017

We provided 4 horses on this production to take part in a regiment scene and also a Ku Klux Klan reenactment. The horses were in full costume and carrying actors around a burning cross.
Title:

Secret Scripture

Dates:

20/08/2017

For this production we provided a horse and rider to perform a high speed galloping scene.

Also within the last year Ciaran Hanlon Trained the national team from Norway at mounted games
which are an equestrian sport from feb-aug 2016. He also competed at the European individual
finals in Bath this year in this sport.

Previous credits incl:

Reign (three seasons)
An Old Fashioned Christmas 2010
King of the Traveller’s
Vikings (Stunt Performer)
Fair City (Stunt Performer)
Amber (Stunt Performer)
Calvary

